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ABSTRACT

The $\alpha$ and $\gamma$ solubility limits in the Fe-Ni phase diagram have been redetermined at temperatures above 500°C. Both a diffusion couple and a quench-and-anneal technique were used. The solubility limits were measured with an electron probe microanalyzer.

The Ni concentration at the $\gamma/\alpha+\gamma$ phase boundary is increased below 700°C and the $\alpha$ solute solubility range is much larger than had been previously measured. The solubility limits were also extrapolated to 300°C. It is suggested that the $\alpha/\alpha+\gamma$ boundary bends back to lower Ni contents above 400°C.
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The equilibrium diagram has been of great use in the field of meteoritics, where the phase relations between kamacite (α) and taenite (γ) in metallic meteorites can be described by means of the Fe-Ni diagram. The study of metallic meteorites by electron probe microanalysis has cast some doubt on the accuracy of the presently available Fe-Ni diagrams\textsuperscript{1,2}. Recent thermodynamic studies of the Fe-Ni system also suggest that the diagram may be in error\textsuperscript{3}. For these reasons the high temperature (800-500°C) part of the diagram was redetermined.

**INTRODUCTION**

The currently accepted Fe-Ni diagram is that of Owen and Liu\textsuperscript{4} (Figure 1). Above 910°C, there is a region of complete solid solubility, γ (fcc). Below 910°C, the α (bcc) phase is stable in pure Fe. The effect of increasing amounts of Ni is to stabilize the γ phase. The phases that form when Fe-Ni alloys are heated or cooled bear little relation to the equilibrium diagram. If an alloy is cooled from the γ state and held at a temperature within the α-γ field, no evidence has been found for the occurrence of the γ-α transformation.\textsuperscript{5} If the alloy is cooled to low enough temperatures the γ phase breaks down into a supersaturated bcc phase called α\textsubscript{2}. In fact, in alloys over 27% Ni the γ phase is retained at room temperature.\textsuperscript{6} The α\textsubscript{2} phase has the same composition as the original γ. The temperature at which α\textsubscript{2} forms, the $M_s$ temperature, has been determined experimentally.\textsuperscript{7}

A state of equilibrium can be approached by cooling below $M_s$ to form α\textsubscript{2} and then reheating the alloy into the two phase region of the diagram. The γ phase will then begin to precipitate out of the α\textsubscript{2} phase and grow. The growth of the phase, however, is quite slow. Using the
interdiffusion coefficients $D_\alpha$ of Goldstein, et al.\textsuperscript{8}, it is estimated that it takes about 1 year to grow a 10 micron wide region of $\gamma$ at 700°C in a 5% Ni alloy.

Owen and Liu\textsuperscript{4} used the technique just described to form the equilibrium phases. The phases present were determined by means of X-ray analysis. The accuracy of their diagram depends on the number of alloys available near the phase boundary at a given temperature.

In this study two different techniques were used to determine the $\alpha/\alpha+\gamma$ and $\gamma/\alpha+\gamma$ solubility limits. The inherent accuracy of both techniques was greatly improved over that used by previous investigators because the phase boundary compositions were measured with an electron-probe microanalyzer.

**PROCEDURE**

The two methods used to determine the Fe-Ni diagram are the diffusion couple (D.C.) and the quench-and-anneal (Q. + A.) techniques. In the first method, diffusion couples whose diffusion path goes through a two phase region of the phase diagram were used. A description of the technique used for making the diffusion couples has been described in a previous paper.\textsuperscript{8} After the diffusion treatment a discontinuity in the resultant concentration versus distance profile was measured. The Ni concentrations in the $\alpha$ and $\gamma$ phases at the interface of the discontinuity are the solubility limits of the $\alpha$ and $\gamma$ phases in the phase diagram at the diffusion temperature. If the interface compositions can be resolved by the probe, then the phase diagram can be determined.\textsuperscript{9} In the Fe-Ni system, it is possible to determine the $\alpha/\alpha+\gamma$ and the $\gamma/\alpha+\gamma$ solid solubilities by this method down to 500°C.
In the second method, an alloy is first cooled from the \( \gamma \) phase to room temperature where \( \alpha_2 \) is formed. Then the alloy is annealed in the two phase region of the phase diagram where the \( \gamma \) phase precipitates and grows. If the resultant \( \gamma \) phase is of sufficient size (\( >5\mu \)), its composition and the interface composition of the \( \alpha \) phase can be measured with the electron probe. These compositions are, therefore, the phase boundary compositions of the equilibrium diagram. Figure 2 shows an example of a two phase alloy after the annealing treatment. Nucleation of \( \gamma \) appears to occur at the grain boundaries.

The annealing temperatures, annealing times, and the alloys used for both techniques are listed in Tables I and II. The 800°C diffusion couple was annealed in a high temperature furnace at a vacuum of better than \( 10^{-5} \) mm Hg. The other diffusion couples as well as the quenched alloys were sealed in vycor tubes under a vacuum of \( 10^{-6} \) mm Hg and annealed in tube furnaces. The temperature control in both types of furnaces was better than \( \pm 2^\circ \)C at temperature.

Before electron-probe microanalysis, these specimens were carefully polished through \( \frac{1}{10} \) \( \mu \) diamond paste. Special care was used so that there were no apparent height differences between the \( \alpha \) and \( \gamma \) phases. Areas of interest were identified with microhardness marks.

An ARL (Applied Research Laboratories) electron-beam microanalyzer was used to measure the composition gradients. All data were taken at 30kv with a specimen current between .035 and .05 microamps. Both the \( \text{Nik}_\alpha \) and the \( \text{FeK}_\alpha \) radiation were measured. The Fe-Ni calibration curve was determined with 9 Fe-Ni alloys and has already been described.\(^8\) The calculation of composition from measured X-ray data was greatly simplified.
by using the algebraic function $A_{ab}$ developed by Ziebold and Ogilvie\textsuperscript{10}. This function fits the entire experimental calibration curve by means of a single conversion parameter. The relation between the measured intensity ratio $K_A$ and composition $C_A$ for a binary system is

$$\left(\frac{1-K_A}{K_A}\right) = A_{ab} \left(\frac{1-C_A}{C_A}\right),$$

where $K_A = I/I_0$ of element $A$,

$C_A =$ atomic per cent of element $A$.

For the Fe-Ni system at 30kv and for a take-off angle, $\theta = 52.5^\circ$; $A_{ab} = 1.158$ for the Ni and $A_{ba} = .847$ for the Fe intensity curves. The accuracy of measurement obtained by this technique was better than 1% (rel.).

In both the diffusion couples and the quenched and annealed alloys the areas of interest were first analyzed qualitatively with the probe using rate meter scans. After at least 3 areas were selected as representative, quantitative measurements using fixed time counting were taken of these areas. The data were compared with standards of the pure elements and several other alloys both before and after each run. The conversion of X-ray intensity to composition was accomplished with the use of Equation 1. The whole conversion process was programmed and run on the IBM-7094 computer.

RESULTS

Figure 3 shows the composition versus distance curves determined from the diffusion couple technique and the quench and anneal technique at 700°C. The compatibility of the two methods is shown by the excellent
agreement of the values of $C_\alpha/C_\alpha+C_\gamma$. The data obtained from both techniques are summarized in Table III along with the measured values of the Fe-Ni diagram by Owen and Liu.

The new phase diagram proposed from the results of this work is shown in Figure 4. The $\alpha$ solid solubility range is greatly extended at high temperatures. The $\alpha$ and $\gamma$ solid solubility lines are extrapolated below 500°C and a maximum Ni content of approximately 7 At% Ni is predicted in the $\alpha$ phase at about 450°C. The basis for the extrapolation will be discussed later.

DISCUSSION

The errors inherent in the diffusion couple technique and the quench and anneal technique are much smaller than those of the X-ray technique used by Owen and Liu. The measurement errors given in Table III reflect not the accuracy of probe measurement, 1% rel., but the reproducibility of the measured solubility limits from one area to another in a given sample. Not only are the measurement errors small but the results of the two techniques are compatible for the same temperature. Measurements by Winchell\textsuperscript{11} of $C_\alpha/C_\alpha+C_\gamma$ at 700°C also indicate that considerably more nickel is soluble in alpha-iron-nickel alloys than indicated by the presently accepted diagram.

The uncertainty in the determination of the Owen and Liu diagram cannot be attributed to any lack of sensitivity in the X-ray method used. The uncertainty is due to the difference in Ni content between the two alloys which bracket the solubility limits of the $\alpha$ or $\gamma$ phase. For example, in determining the $\alpha/\alpha+\gamma$ boundary, one alloy is found to be a mixture of $\alpha+\gamma$ and the other alloy is all $\alpha$ phase. The boundary lies
between these two limits, and the uncertainty is the composition difference between the alloys. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the new diagram and the Owen and Liu diagram. The uncertainties in the determination of both the phase boundaries is also shown. The results of this study fall with the experimental limits of Owen and Liu's work at all temperatures except at 700°C.

According to Owen and Liu's paper: "... the phase boundaries determined by this method of surveying structure spectra will need adjustment not exceeding 0.5 At%, the γ phase boundary having a slightly larger Ni content, and the α phase boundary having a slightly higher iron content..." This statement is in agreement with our findings on the γ phase boundary and the extrapolated α phase boundary below 500°C.

The diagram below 500°C was not determined in this study because the composition gradients obtained could not be resolved by the electron probe, even if the alloys were annealed for periods of more than 1 year. Attempts have been made by other workers to obtain the solubility limits of α and γ below 500°C. Theoretical calculations have been made by Jones and Pumphrey and Kaufman and Cohen. Jones and Pumphrey calculated the α/α+γ boundary by assuming ΔH°α+γ (the difference between the heats of solution of Ni in α and γ iron) independent of temperature and composition. They found that the α/α+γ boundary had a maximum Ni content at 400°C and bent back to smaller amounts of Ni content at lower temperatures. This calculation has been criticized by Kaufman and Cohen who state that it is unwarranted to assume ΔH°α+γ is completely independent of temperature and composition. Kaufman and Cohen calculated that the bending back of the α/α+γ boundary occurred at about 130°C. This calculation was based on the assumptions that the γ solid solution was regular and that the Owen
and Liu diagram gave the correct solubility limits above 350°C.

If one assumes that the bcc (α) solution is ideal at the high iron side of the phase diagram, and that the fcc (γ) solution is a regular solid solution then from equation (13) of Kaufman and Cohen,

$$\Delta F_{Fe}^{α-γ} = RT \ln \left( \frac{1-C_γ}{1-C_α} \right) - C_γ^2 B$$

(2)

where: $\Delta F_{Fe}^{α-γ}$ = free energy differences between α and γ phases

$C_α$, $C_γ$ = solubility limits in α and γ

$B$ = a function of the heat of mixing $H_M^{γ}$

Using recent calculations of $\Delta H_{Fe}^{α-γ}$ and 12 and the measured values of $C_α$ and $C_γ$ from this work, the above relationship can be used to calculate $B$ as a function of temperature to 500°C.

Using the values of $B$ above 500°C, an extrapolation of $B$ to a temperature as low as 350°C can be made. Using Equation 2 and the extrapolated values of $B$ and $C_γ$, we found that the maximum Ni solubility in α occurs at 450°C. The calculation of $C_α$ is strongly dependent on the extrapolated value of $B$. Because of this, the calculated values of $C_α$ below 500°C may be in error by approximately ±1 At% Ni. The calculated values of $C_α$ do however generally follow the extrapolated $α$ solubility curve shown in Figure 4.

Various attempts \(^1\) have been made to produce Fe-Ni alloys in a state of equilibrium at low temperatures by the preparation of fine particles of alloys from the reduction of a salt. In a study of Fe-Ni phase transformations by Kachi, et al., \(^1\) fine particles of Fe-Ni alloys were obtained by reduction of Fe-Ni oxalates in hydrogen at various
temperatures ranging from 350 to 600°C in less than 25 hours. The amounts of the α and γ phases in the specimens were measured by X-ray diffraction. The results of these studies show an increase in the solubility limit of the α phase down to 350°C. The speed at which equilibrium is said to occur does not allow any growth of α or γ phase by diffusion processes. Because of the small particles sizes used (<1μ) the surface energy may influence the final equilibrium composition of the α and γ phases. Therefore the reported solubility limits may not be representative of equilibrium in bulk alloys.

Owen and Liu state that their measurements indicate that the α/α+γ boundary lies between 5.8 and 6.9 At% Ni at 350°C and between 4.8 and 7.5 At% Ni at 300°C. Therefore, since theoretical calculations show that the α/α+γ boundary will bend back to lower Ni contents at some temperature below 500°C and the uncertainty of Owen and Liu's diagram below 400°C, it was reasonable to suggest, as did Owen and Sully, that the α/α+γ boundary bends back to lower Ni contents above 400°C. The actual phase diagram below 500°C, however, is still in doubt.

CONCLUSIONS

The α and γ solubility limits in the Fe-Ni phase diagram have been redetermined at temperatures above 500°C. It was found that with respect to the Owen and Liu diagram:

1. The Ni concentration at the γ/α+γ boundary below 700°C is increased.
2. The α solid solubility range is much larger above 500°C.
3. The α/α+γ boundary probably bends back to lower Ni contents above 400°C.
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### TABLE I

**Alloys for Phase Boundary Determinations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Alloys (Composition, At% Ni)</th>
<th>Annealing Time (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>D.C.</td>
<td>0-25.2</td>
<td>2.68x10^6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>720</td>
<td>Q+A</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>6.05x10^5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>D.C.</td>
<td>0-15.2</td>
<td>4.85x10^6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>Q+A</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>4.85x10^6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>D.C.</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>1.60x10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>D.C.</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>5.25x10^7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D.C.  Diffusion Couple Technique

Q+A  Quench and Anneal Technique

### TABLE II

**Chemical Analysis of Fe-Ni Alloys (wt%)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>N ppm</th>
<th>H ppm</th>
<th>Fe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;0.004</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>&lt;0.5</td>
<td>Remaining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.17±.02</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>&lt;0.5</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.17±.03</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>&lt;0.5</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.18±.05</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>&lt;1.0</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remaining</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5ppm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### TABLE III

Composition Limits of the α+γ Phases in the Fe-Ni System at 1 Atm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temp. (°C)</th>
<th>α Solubility (At%)</th>
<th>γ Solubility (At%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C₀(meas)</td>
<td>Technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Owen + Liu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>1.9±.15%</td>
<td>D.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>720</td>
<td>3.8±.3%</td>
<td>Q+A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>3.9±.2%</td>
<td>D.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>3.9±.2%</td>
<td>Q+A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>5.3±.3%</td>
<td>D.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>6.0±1.0%</td>
<td>D.C.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure Captions

Figure 1 - Fe-Ni Phase Diagram, Owen and Liu.

Figure 2 - 5.2% Ni Alloy Annealed at 700°C. Two phases - α and γ.

590X, Etchant - 2% Nital.

Figure 3 - Determination of the α and γ Solubilities in the Fe-Ni System at 700°C (Two Methods).

Figure 4 - Fe-Ni Phase Diagram, Goldstein and Ogilvie.

Figure 5 - Comparison of Fe-Ni Phase Diagrams.
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